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Abstract

In home decoration, an artwork with a particular combination of colors can convey
a positive mood that improves psychological health. In our work, we leverage
emotion to color mapping techniques and Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs)
to generate artwork that brings a room into a more positive mood. We create a
unique workflow to extract the color scheme from a room photo, convert it to
an image with target colors that represent the desired positive mood, and then
use a conditional GAN to generate artwork with fine control of the color. In this
paper, we share our emotion to color mapping pipeline, GAN model training, and
evaluation results on the generated artworks.

1 Introduction

Room color plays an important role in psychology and mental health [1]. Small changes to home
decoration can easily improve mood and evoke positive feelings. However, not everyone is skilled or
confident in knowing what home art to choose in order to fit into the desired mood. In our work, we
leverage the Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs), emotion to color mapping literature, and the
state-of-the-art GAN implementation with color control [2, 3] to transfer the user desired moods into
a generated impressionist landscape artworks.

We choose impressionism [15] as our target style of the generated artworks since it is well known
by general population given representative artists such as Claude Monet [13] and Vincent van Gogh
[14]. Moreover, Impressionist artists often use loose brush strokes and different lights to express their
impression of what they see. This contrasts to art in, for example, Trompe-l’œil [16] style, which
is depicting realistic objects in 3D spaces. Therefore, impressionism art is a good match for GANs
given both are a bit unpredictable and can be tuned with a lot of flexibility.

2 Methodology and Workflow

We provide a web application [12] where a user uploads a room photo. Then we extract a color
scheme from the photo, and then leverage an emotion-to-color map to determine an emotion. This
map is a digitized version of Koboyashi’s studies [4,5,6,7], where a set of grouped emotions maps
to a simplified set of 10 color hues and 12 shades within each hue. To bridge the gap between this
data set and the user’s real photo, we enhance the brightness and saturation in the room photo, and
normalize the colors with the closest ones in Koboyashi’s map. We then use a weighted Euclidean
distance function: l2_distance ∗ pixel_fraction to obtain the closest emotion to the user’s room.
After the emotion of the user’s current room is detected, we provide a list of positive emotion groups
for the user to select. Then we choose one emotion from the user selected group and impose the
original room photo with the corresponding colors. Finally, we pass this imposed user room image
into a conditional GAN to generate an artwork that conveys the desired positive mood.
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Figure 1: Work flow to generate artworks that promotes the mood of the user’s room

3 GAN model training and artworks generation

In order to generate quality artwork images that can keep a consistent color scheme with the input
image, we adopted conditional GAN (or cGAN) techniques. cGAN leverages the input image to
control the output of the generated results through the discriminator and generator training. HistoGAN
[3], which is a cGAN implementation based on StyleGAN, is a recent method for keeping color
consistency without imposing other style attributes between the input image and the generated image.

Although GANs are one of the most successful technologies for high quality image generation,
training an effective model requires a large amount of training data, intensive compute resources, and
a long training time. We first used 10k impressionist paintings downloaded from WikiArt website [4]
that include all kinds of artworks such as flowers, landscapes, portraits, and sculptures. After 70k
epochs, we generated a mix of high quality images with random odd figures. Hypothesizing this was
due to a wide range of distribution introduced by multiple types of artworks in our training set, we
handpicked 5k impressionist landscape paintings from the WikiArt website. After 50k epochs, the
model resulted in mode collapse generating similar images without varieties. After trying various
approaches including a set of augmentation techniques with limited improvements, we added another
5k landscape photos from HistoGAN github [10]. This greatly improved the model performance.
After 100k+ epochs, we generated images that were not only sharp and clear but also with strong
impressionism flavors - see Figure 2.

In our training process, we used a g4dn instance with a single GPU from AWS EC2 and continuously
trained for 10 days. Due to our hardware environment limitations, we trained the model with a
network capacity of 16 and output resolution of 256× 256. In the model inference phase, we used
the imposed user’s room photo based on the user selected mood as a conditional input to the trained
model. Figure 2 shows a variety of generated images from our final model based on the user’s original
room photo and the selected desired moods.

We evaluated the GAN model performance using Fréchet Inception Distance (FID), and obtained
14.871 FID score [11]. This outperforms the landscape image generation FID Scores from HistoGAN
(23.549) and StyleGAN (24.216) [3]. To evaluate whether the generated artworks convey the target
moods, we conducted a user survey on 500 people. Results showed 71.4% of respondents selected
the correct moods that our model generated for in the final artwork images.

Our experience in the image generation based on user selected positive moods shows huge potential
in using generative modeling for artistic home decoration. As next steps, we shall continue improving
mood mapping accuracy, exploring other artwork styles, and generating images with higher resolution.
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Figure 2: Generated images that promotes the user room into a variety of positive moods
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4 Ethical Implications

Beyond the well known ethical implications of using any "deepfake" technologies, this particular
project has no extended negative considerations. Creating artworks that promotes the moods of
user’s rooms helps to improve people’s psychological health. Possibly, using the techniques that we
described in this paper would make home decoration easier and more fun.

5 Supplementary Materials

5.1 Strong impressionism flavors in the generated artworks

The images generated from our model convey strong impressionism flavors. Figure 3 compares a
couple of generated artworks from our model with one of the most famous impressionist paintings
from Claude Monet.

5.2 Artworks gallery

The GAN models that we trained on the 5k impressionist landscape and 5k landscape photos often
generate breathtaking impressionist landscape images. Figure 4 shows a collection of the generated
images based on input room photos with different desired moods.

5.3 Licenses and permissions

Our work is based on HistoGAN implementation, which is an open source code with MIT License
(https://github.com/mahmoudnafifi/HistoGAN/blob/master/LICENSE.md). According to the license
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Figure 3: Comparison between model generated images and a real impressionist painting

Figure 4: Artworks generated from multiple trained models on the same training set based on different
input photos and desired moods

description, the permissions of usage include commercial use, modification, distribution, and private
use. Therefore, we have the proper permission to publish our research results under this MIT
License. In addition, we obtained the permissions of using HistoGAN code and data through email
communication with the authors.

5.4 Data sets

We used WikiArt impressionist landscape data (https://www.wikiart.org/) and landscape photo
datasets downloaded from HistoGAN github (https://github.com/mahmoudnafifi/HistoGAN). Both
are open dataset with no personally identifiable information or offensive content.

Checklist

1. For all authors...

(a) Do the main claims made in the abstract and introduction accurately reflect the paper’s
contributions and scope? [Yes]

(b) Did you describe the limitations of your work? [Yes] See section 3.
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(c) Did you discuss any potential negative societal impacts of your work? [Yes] See section
4.

(d) Have you read the ethics review guidelines and ensured that your paper conforms to
them? [Yes]

2. If you are including theoretical results...
(a) Did you state the full set of assumptions of all theoretical results? [N/A]
(b) Did you include complete proofs of all theoretical results? [N/A]

3. If you ran experiments...
(a) Did you include the code, data, and instructions needed to reproduce the main experi-

mental results (either in the supplemental material or as a URL)? [Yes]
(b) Did you specify all the training details (e.g., data splits, hyperparameters, how they

were chosen)? [Yes] See Section 3.
(c) Did you report error bars (e.g., with respect to the random seed after running experi-

ments multiple times)? [N/A]
(d) Did you include the total amount of compute and the type of resources used (e.g., type

of GPUs, internal cluster, or cloud provider)? [Yes] See Section 3.
4. If you are using existing assets (e.g., code, data, models) or curating/releasing new assets...

(a) If your work uses existing assets, did you cite the creators? [Yes] See Section 3.
(b) Did you mention the license of the assets? [Yes] See supplementary materials section
(c) Did you include any new assets either in the supplemental material or as a URL? [Yes]

See Section 3.
(d) Did you discuss whether and how consent was obtained from people whose data you’re

using/curating? [Yes] See supplementary materials section
(e) Did you discuss whether the data you are using/curating contains personally identifiable

information or offensive content? [Yes] See supplementary materials section
5. If you used crowdsourcing or conducted research with human subjects...

(a) Did you include the full text of instructions given to participants and screenshots, if
applicable? [N/A]

(b) Did you describe any potential participant risks, with links to Institutional Review
Board (IRB) approvals, if applicable? [N/A]

(c) Did you include the estimated hourly wage paid to participants and the total amount
spent on participant compensation? [N/A]
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